
CYCLE SHARING SERVICES FROM DELHI METRO STATIONS 

With a view to provide last mile connectivity to the metro commuters, decongest the road traffic and to 

propagate environment friendly mode of transportation, DMRC has allotted Cycle Stands at the metro 

stations. DMRC has engaged three private operators to run Cycle Stands at the metro stations as per the 

details hereunder: - 

1) Greenolution 

7 Cycle Stands are being operated by M/s Greenolution at 6 metro stations located at Shastri Park (1), 

Hauz Khas (1), Saket (2), M G Road (1), Dwarka Sector-14 (1) and Akshardham (1). In addition, 2 cycle 

stands are operational at Shastri Park depot. Cycle is rented at nominal charges (Rs.10/- per hour). 

Cycles are rented to registered users / on submission of ID proof. Operator’s website 

is www.greenolution.in, mobile app is ‘LetUsCycle’ and have their OWNBYKE scheme wherein commuter 

can retain the bicycle by paying refundable security deposit of Rs.4,000/-.  

2) Planet Advertising Pvt. Ltd. 

8 Cycle Stands are operational one each at Barakhamba Road, Patel Chowk, Mandi House (L-6), Kohat 

Enclave, Rithala, Dilshad Garden, Kashmere Gate and Inderlok. Cycle is rented at nominal charges 

(Rs.10/- per hour). Cycle is rented through apps based/online and also on submission of original ID proof.  

3 M/s Delhi Cycles Pvt. Ltd. 

3 Cycle Stands are operation at Rohini East, Vishwavidyalaya and GTB Nagar. In addition, one cycle 

stand is in operation at DMRC site office of Vishwavidyalaya.  Cycles are given to registered users or on 

submission of Original ID proof. As per arrangements made by M/s Delhi Cycles Pvt. Ltd., M/s Delhi 

Cycles have intimated that cluster between Vishwavidyalaya metro station (Gate No.3), GTB Nagar metro 

station (Gate No.5), Ramjas College, Hansraj College and Daulat Ram College is funded by M/s Tech 

Mahindra Foundation through their CSR funds. All expenses are borne by M/s Tech Mahindra Foundation 

and they are able to provide services free of cost to the commuters. Renting of cycles is free of cost at all  

stands except Rohini East. In order to discourage misuse of free service there is a cap of 30 minutes time 

per trip without any limits to number of trips in a day. Service are available between 8AM to 8PM Monday 

to Saturday. Service is closed on Sundays and Gazetted holidays. They are maintaining a website 

www.greenride.in, GreenRide app and a helpline with no.9650665555.  

4) Cycle Sharing services are also being operated between Indian Habitat Center, JLN Stadium Metro 

Station and Jorbagh Metro Station which is managed / funded by M/s India Habitat Center. Initially started 

for employees working at IHC and later opened for public, service is free to commuters & all expenses are 

borne by IHC. Services are operated by M/s Delhi Cycles Pvt. Ltd.  
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